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For brave princesses and shy princes

Whether it was because of the compliment

The prince turned white in the face. “Nah,

or the way the prince smiled at her, the prin-

‘scuse me, I won’t do it,” he stammered. “When

cess couldn’t tell, but she suddenly had quite a

I see blood, I feel sick ...”

pounding heart, and her head began to feel a
little foggy again. This time, however, in a very
pleasant way.
The prince and princess climbed down the ladder and were about to get on the horse when
the dragon shouted: “And what about me?
Are you just going to leave me like this? What
kind of princess robbery is this if the dragon
doesn’t die?”
“I told you I didn’t want to kill you,” replied
the princess impatiently.
“But now the prince is here. Then he can do
it!” cried the dragon.

32 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
Colour throughout
From 6 years onwards
All rights available
English PDF available

A modern fairy tale about the princess who is to marry. But
first she has to be kidnapped by a dragon and rescued by the
chosen prince. But as things sometimes go, everything turns out
differently, the dragon is old and has forgotten his glasses, so he
kidnaps the prince trembling with fear instead of the princess.
But the princess doesn‘t put up with that, she jumps on her
horse, rides after the dragon, frees the prince from the tower in
which he is locked up.

The author:
Eva Rottmann, born in 1983 in
Wertheim, lives with her children
in Zurich, writes plays and fiction,
develops her own performances
and theater projects, brings
literature into schools and
works as a teacher at the Zurich
University of the Arts. She has
received several awards for
her work, most recently for her
debut book for young people,
Mats & Milad, Paul-Maar Prize
KORBINIAN.
The illustrator:
claire Lenkova lives in Leipzig
as an illustrator and author. Her
clients include book publishers,
but also newspapers and
magazines such as FAS and
Brigitte. Her work has received
several awards.
Most recently, she received a
scholarship from the Stiftung
Buchkunst of the Neustart Kultur
initiative.

A hilarious fairytale that turns the genre upside down!
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Britta Teckentrup

Big Hedgehog and Little Hedgehog
I can do that, too!
In the third volume of the already much-loved series Big
Hedgehog and Little Hedgehog we have now arrived in autumn.

Als der kleine Igel früh am Morgen aufwacht,
ist der große Igel nicht da. Der kleine Igel weiß, dass er
eigentlich warten muss, bis der große Igel zurück ist, aber das
neugierige kleine Kerlchen schleicht sich aus der Tür und
macht sich auf die Suche nach dem großen Igel.
„Ich hab doch keine Angst!“, macht sich der kleine Igel Mut.
In diesem neuen Bilderbuch über den großen und
den kleinen Igel geht es um das universelle Thema
Angst und darum, wie unterschiedlich Kinder und
Erwachsene mit ihr umgehen.
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The topic here is that children want to be able to do everything
that adults can do. And the adults often don‘t know how to
deal with this, because on the one hand they don‘t want to
discourage the children, but on the other hand they don‘t want
them try things they can‘t do yet. And so Britta Teckentrup shows
in this book that children can already do many things that adults
can do, but often in a slightly different way and with unexpected
outcomes.
And this is a good - because both can learn from each other.

The warm and atmospheric illustrations make it easy for adults
to talk to children about this universal topic and its various
aspects.

The artist:
Britta Teckentrup, born in
1969 in Hamburg, studied Visual
Arts in London. She is author
and illustrator of many picture
books as well as non-fiction
picture books and has received
numerous awards. Her books
have been translated into a lot of
different languages. Today she
lives in Berlin with her Scottish
husband and her son Vincent.
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Britta Teckentrup

Two other heartwarming adventures of

Big Hedgehog and Little Hedgehog
Every parent knows this: „You have to go to bed now!“ „Yes, wait,
in a minute ...“
It is already getting dark and the big hedgehog and the little
hedgehog are on their way home. Well, they’re trying, the
big hedgehog has to wait for the little hedgehog all the time,
because there is so much to see: the sunset, the rising moon and
stars and of course the many other animals preparing for the
night. And in the end, the little hedgehog falls asleep happily on
the way and – how could it be otherwise – is carried home by the
big hedgehog ...

Britta Teckentrup

Big Hedgehog and Little Hedgehog

Take an
Evening Stroll

A wonderful picture book about spending time and enjoying
things together, a book about nothing special, but the intimate
relationship of parents and children.
Jacoby

„Calm, muted colours as well as a plot in constant repetition
finally bring the little sleeping hedgehog home in big, loving
arms.“ Kinderbücher
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A beautiful and encouraging story that shows us all that it is all
right to be afraid.

I’m not afraid!

Ich hab doch keine Angst!

When the little hedgehog woke up early in the morning, the big
hedgehog was not there.
The little hedgehog very carefully stuck his nose out of the door.
„Big Hedgehog, where are you?“ called the Little Hedgehog.
But the little hedgehog got no answer.
The little hedgehog gathered up all his courage, walked out of
the house and set off to look for the big hedgehog.
„Oh, come on!“ said the Little Hedgehog. „I‘m not afraid!“
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Kristina Heldmann

Alfred, Elephant since 1932
How time flies
The year is 1932, when grandpa, with Emmi‘s help, creates Alfred,
the beautiful elephant on wheels, out of a thick board and with
lots of paint. Little Otto is supposed to pull him along behind
him. When Otto is already 15, he passes Alfred on to Henne. She
loves him very much, but has to leave him in the cellar when
she need to flee for bombing raids. And after the war she does
find Alfred again in the cellar of her bombed-out old house. But
by then she is already too old for such a toy elephant. So she
gives him to a younger child. Alfred is passed on from generation
to generation of children and experiences the most amazing
adventures. Until his 90th birthday in 2022, which is celebrated
in style.
„Wie sollen wir jetzt wieder nach oben kommen?“
fragte Henne.
„Kannst Du dich nicht irgendwo drauf stellen?“
schlug Hans vor.
Aus einem Stapel wurde ein Turm –
ein wackeliger Turm, der ein kleines Mädchen,
aber keinen Elefanten tragen konnte.
„Was ist mit Alfred?“ fragte Helga.

64 pages, hardcover
19 x 23 cm
Colour throughout
From 6 years onwards
All rights available

The artist:
Kristina Heldmann, prefers
to paint people, animals and
nature with moving brushstrokes
and fresh colours. She has been
working as a freelance illustrator
since graduated with a degree in
visual arts from the Braunschweig
University of Arts in 2000. She
lives in Berlin with her family and
her dog.

„Zum Glück kann ich auch richtig
gute Knoten!“ sagte Henne und gluckste.

Kristina Heldmanns images are vibrant and full of fresh
characters, that you can’t help but sympathize with! The lively
illustrations and the clear text make history understandable for
children.

Kristina Heldmann

By the same artist:
No ice no polar bear

ukunft ist für alle da

er Lebensraum für Eisbären knapp
at sich herumgesprochen. Aber
eigentlich? Warum wird es wärmer
serem Planeten und was hat das für
für die Tiere und die Menschen?
önnen wir tun, um die Folgen des
wandels zu begrenzen? Fragen über
, die Kristina Heldmann in diesem
oller eindrücklicher Bilder, Fakten
eschichten beantwortet, sodass du
bst eine Meinung bilden kannst.

Kristina Heldmann

sor Dr. Detlev Ganten, unter anderem
ent des World Health Summit, hat dieses
t von Anfang an begleitet und es mit einem
terten Vorwort versehen. Er sagt: „Wenn jeder
ne von uns etwas gegen die Aufheizung und Vergiftung der
ut, schaffen wir alle gemeinsam viel, bewahren das Leben von
en, Tieren, Menschen und retten die Natur und unsere schöne Erde.“

Klimawissen
zum Mitreden

ich: Gesunde
„Als Arzt weiß
es nur auf einem
Buch
Kinder gibt
Mit diesem
gesunden Planeten.Zukunftsthema
das
können Kinder
hoffentverstehen und
Klima besser
nen
paar Erwachse
lich auch ein
erklären!“
Hirschhausen
Dr. Eckart von
for Future
und Scientist
Moderator, Arzt
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Starting with the polar bear as a symbol for habitat
loss and climate change, this informative non-fiction
book approaches the complex topic and manages to
explain the connections for children with impressive
pictures, clear facts and stories. A convincing concept
that leaves room for own opinions and attitudes!
German Academy for Children‘s and Youth Literature
Korean rights are sold, all other rights available.
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Ute Scheub

The Great Strike of the Plants
Cover by Florian Toperngpong
Plants save the planet
Plants can communicate - through scents and through the
underground Wood Wide Web of fungal fibres that connects the
plant roots. And so, at some point in the year 2028, angry plants
gather in a greenhouse: it can‘t go on like this, more and more of
them dry out in hot summers or are washed away in storms. The
people, who live from them, don‘t care, and so the plants decide
to strike!
13-year-old Tamara and 14-year-old Aldo manage to make the
complaints and threats of the plants audible with the help of a
device that can analyze scents and translate them into human
language. When they confront the government, however, they
are only laughed at. Even when the plants boycott the harvests
and the population becomes restless, the great lords do not care.
Only when the animals show solidarity with the plants the
government is brought down. Finally, the Secretary General of
the United Nations negotiates an agreement with plants and
animals that gives them a say in all measures to save the planet.
A triumph of plants, animals and their human comrades-in-arms,
namely children and young people!

224 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
From 12 years onwards
English summary available
All rights available
The author:
Ute Scheub, born 1955 in
Tübingen, was the first editor on
environmental topics in a German
medium, namely the taz in Berlin.
Since 1997 she has worked as
a freelance journalist for the
Tagesspiegel, the Frankfurter
Rundschau and the Süddeutsche
Zeitung, among others. She is
the author of numerous books
on political and environmental
topics. She has received several
awards for her journalistic
achievements. She lives with
her family in Berlin.
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Cai Schmitz-Weicht & Ka Schmitz

in cooperation with Amnesty International

The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights for young people

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
Sounds pretty boring, doesn‘t it? In this book, which was produced
in close cooperation with Amnesty International, every single article is
explained in an understandable way and vividly illustrated. In the end,
everything is quite simple: even the king is not allowed to drive too fast,
everyone has a right to free time and without evidence even a child
who has been eating chocolate secretly is considered innocent
for the time being. Fancy a better world?

In this book all 30 articles of the Declaration of Human Rights are
explained in a child-friendly manner and illustrated with many
examples from our daily life.
www.jacobystuart.de
ISBN 978-3-96428-112-8

Article 7: All people are equal before the law and are entitled
without any discrimination to equal protection by the law, is easy
to understand by children when you say that also a king can be
stopped by the police if he drives too fast.

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights for young people
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Article 7

All rights available

Laws are equal for all
Laws contain rules. These rules are the same for all
people. They protect all people. And everyone must
abide by them.
No one may be treated better or worse by the rules
than other people.

20

21

Or for example: article 24: Everyone has the right to rest and
leisure, including reasonable limitation of working hours and
paid holidays. Children will be happy to read that they have a
right for free time and to a private life with their own secrets.

Article 24

Free time is a human right
All people have the right to free time and
recreation. They should finish work on time.
And have regular holidays.

54

The author:
Cai Schmitz-Weicht is a
copywriter and author. During her
studies in literature she learned
how to write about complex
topics in an understandable way.
This is what she still does today for books, information materials
and specialist texts.
The illustrator:
Ka Schmitz is an illustrator
and comic artist. She illustrates
picture books and draws pictures
at live Events. Always with a focus
on emotions and empowerment,
even when it comes to difficult
issues such as violence or
discrimination.
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This colourful book does not only show children what their rights
are, but also makes them aware of what is wrong and what is
right.
From the press: In cooperation with Amnesty International, ‚The Universal
Declaration of Human Rights‘ has just been published. Written by Cai SchmitzWeicht in easy-to-understand language, each article is accompanied by
a sometimes cheerful, sometimes serious, but always subtle illustration by
Ka Schmitz. BÜCHERmagazin
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Wolfgang Korn

Globalopoly
No one will win

Can you save the world with a game?
At least that‘s what Ellen (17, American), Nihar (18, Indian),
Fatima (17, Egyptian) and Mark (17, German) are trying.
They have teamed up on the internet shortly after the global
pandemic because they wanted to warn of further threats to
our planet. They have developed the risk game Globalopoly: It
demonstrates how globalisation invokes new worldwide crises
and catastrophes and creates a widening gap between the rich
and the poor.
Because of this game they are invited to an UN conference in
Mexico City. But when they realize that nobody is listening to
them seriously, they try to hide in the city, helped by the shoe
shiner Pedro. They know that everybody will think they were
kidnapped and so they would finally receive some attention.
After a few days, all of a sudden, Ellen’s father, a US software
developer, is there and picks them up. How did he find them?
And why is he actually so interested in their game, Globalopoly?
This is the beginning of an odyssey that takes the four across the
globe and finally to Auroville in southern India.
Globalopoly is a political thriller for young people that addresses
the dark side of modern technologies, criticizes capitalist
globalization and illustrates the outrage of young people about
the cynicism of the powerful.

384 pages, hardcover
14,2 x 21 cm
From 14 years onwards
All rights available
English summary available
The author:
Wolfgang Korn, born in 1958, is
a journalist and successful and
multiple award-winning
non-fiction author. He became
well known with his book Die
Weltreise einer Fleeceweste.
In 2009 he received the German
Youth Literature Prize in the nonfiction category for Das Rätsel der
Varusschlacht. Globalopoly is his
first young adult novel.

From the press:
Four young people develop an app based on the well-known game
„Monopoly“ to warn about climate change. But already at the climate
summit they have to realize that their commitment is not taken seriously.
But they don‘t give up, dive deeper and deeper into the analyses, finally
get into danger and a chase begins. The author skillfully combines facts
with an exciting plot and credible characters. A book that forces you to
think! German Academy for Children‘s and Youth Literature
‚Globalopoly‘ is a thrilling thriller that takes up many problems of our
global capitalism and makes clear what effects this has on the climate and
us humans. Wolfgang Korn tells his story rapidly, enriching the plot again
and again with facts about the world climate and the structures in which
we all live. Highly topical and extremely exciting! books4future
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